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Fabulous’ word of mouth growth with App Invites Company Fabulous is a research-based app, incubated in Duke University’s Behavioral Lab, that helps ingrain Healthy Rituals into your life. Fabulous works with Dan Ariely, a behaviorial scientist and NYTimes bestselling author of “Predictability Irrational” to help people get rid their bad habits and replace them with healthy ones. Challenges Fabulous users were asking for a mechanism to easily share the app with friends. However, after implementing their own SMS/Email invitation, Fabulous began hearing concerns from users who didn’t understand why they needed to grant a health app access to their contacts. Fabulous ultimately decided to remove the feature after spending weeks developing it. However, they still needed an invite and share function, and decided to try App Invites. Solution Users started using App Invites seamlessly from day one. App Invites installs now account for 60% of all Fabulous installs via referrals. Moreover, share clicks increased by 10% with App Invites, because Fabulous was able to simplify their UX, and combine SMS and email into a single interface, allowing users to focus on sharing vs. trying to figure out which channel to choose.



FABULOUS



10% installation rate 28% acceptance rate In A/B testing, share clicks increased by 10% with App Invites vs. standard SMS & email share options 2x higher retention for users acquired via App Invites vs. other channels (including organic) *30-day averages “It took me only a few hours to implement App Invites vs. several days of work when we built our own solution. It was straight forward.” - Amine Laddhari, CTO



Find out more about App Invites at:



g.co/appinvites



App Invites at a glance



Find out more about App Invites at:



g.co/appinvites
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Fabulous' word of mouth growth with App Invites Developers






Company. Fabulous is a research-based app, incubated in Duke University's Behavioral Lab, that helps in- grain Healthy Rituals into your life. Fabulous works ... 
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Yummly's word of mouth app growth with App ... Developers 

Android platform. Solution. With App Invites, Yummly users can recommend the app with their family and friends who love to cook or are interested in food.
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Yummly's word of mouth app growth with App ... Developers 

Company. Yummly helps answer the question we ask ourselves everyday â€œWhat's for dinner?â€� Yummly matches over 1 million recipes to create a personal food experience that finds the recipes you want, when you want them, from thousands of the world's
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Yummly's word of mouth app growth with App ... Developers 

Solution. With App Invites, Yummly users can recommend the app with their family and friends who love to cook or are interested in food. Moreover, users can share specific recipes, dinner ideas, or shopping lists, giving invites context and personali
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Yummly's word of mouth app growth with App Invites - Firebase 

Moreover, users can share specific recipes, dinner ideas, or shopping lists, giving invites context and personalization. With App Invites, installation rates were. ~60% higher compared to other sharing channels. Find out more about. App Invites at: g
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FGL Gives Independent App Developers a Boost with AdMob 

Without deep knowledge of the mobile app business â€“ and without the resources, tools, and strategies needed to drive success â€“ it's easy to get lost in.
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Negative Word-of-Mouth by Dissatisfied Consumers - CiteSeerX 

American Marketing Association is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, ... Marsha L. Richins is Assistant Professor of Marketing, Louisiana State ...... determining campaign strategy; the use of available marketing fect spending ... illustrating how
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Word-of-Mouth Communication and Search 

Oct 23, 2017 - general practitioners), lawyers, plumbers or even products and services offered in illegal markets, both high- and low-quality products co-exist ...
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Gamebasics spurs app growth in 10 markets with ... Services 

â€œAfter a short period of testing, most of the installs we delivered with Universal. App Campaigns were at or lower than our target CPI, and we were seeing great results even in our harder-to-reach markets.â€� Gamebasics spurs app growth in 10 marke
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TEchnical GuidE for android dEvEloPErS combininG in-aPP ... 

In May 2013, Google announced that in-app purchases through the Google Play Store were up 700 percent year over year. While there's no doubt that IAP is a fast-growing trend, AdMob research shows that only 85% of users will actually make an in-app pu
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New Progressive Web App helps Flipkart boost ... Developers 

In 2015, Flipkart, India's largest e-commerce site, adopted an app-only strategy and temporarily shut down their mobile website. The company found it harder ...
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Fabulous - Firebase 

increased by 10% with. App Invites vs. standard SMS. & email share options. 2x higher retention for users acquired via App Invites vs. other channels (including organic). *30-day averages. â€œIt took me only a few hours to implement App Invites vs. s
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Android enables India's Konotor to help app developers and ... 

Konotor offers a two-way communication channel between mobile app companies and their users. The company began when three friendsâ€”. Deepak ...
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BaBe's cross-browser Progressive Web App ... Developers 

Company. Launched in 2013, BaBe is the largest news-aggregator app in Indonesia. It has been downloaded by more than a million people. This app-only ...
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